Match Directors Bulletin

#1 – Finals will consist of 8 competitors in all events except rapid fire pistol which will have 6. Only US citizens will be allowed to participate.

#2 - 25 M Range

USAS 8.9.1.A "... up to 2 malfunctions may be allowed in each 30 shot stage of the 25m Rapid Fire and 25m Pistol events ..." This will apply to Qualification and Finals.

#3 - 25M Range

6.2.1.2 "... additional safety rules may be established by the Organizing Committee."

FRAME HITS

Warning (yellow card,) 1st frame hit.

Two point deduction (green card), 2nd frame hit.

Disqualification (red card), 3rd frame hit.

This will apply to each competition day.

Tyler Anderson
Interim Match Director